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Abstract

The pursuit of life satisfaction and well-being has garnered significant attention within the fields of positive psychology and well-being research. This study explores the relationship between life satisfaction, the Light Triad personality traits (Kantianism, Humanism, and Faith in Humanity), and the sense of meaning in the lives of healthcare professionals. The objectives were to determine the level of life satisfaction among postgraduate, M.Sc. Nursing, MPT, and PharmD students, and analyse the effect of light triad, meaning in life on life satisfaction among healthcare professionals. A cross-sectional research was done, collecting data through online questionnaires administered to \( n = 120 \). The findings support the hypotheses that life satisfaction positively correlates with meaning in life, and light triads. However, the present study fails to find any difference between levels of life satisfaction among healthcare professionals. The study acknowledges limitations in terms of generalizability, bias and sampling technique, and recommends further research to address these limitations and explore additional factors like technology, and employ different methods to enhance the research.
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Introduction

*The meaning in life is whatever you ascribe it to be. Being alive is the meaning.*

- Joseph Campbell

In the intricate tapestry of human experience, the pursuit of life satisfaction has long been a central focus of psychological inquiry. As individuals traverse the myriad challenges and opportunities presented by their personal and professional lives, the intricate interplay of various factors shapes their overall sense of contentment and fulfilment. In recent years, the fields of positive psychology and well-being have shed light on the significance of certain personality traits and existential considerations in influencing one's perception of life satisfaction. Notably, the concepts of the Light Triad and meaning in life have garnered substantial attention due to their potential influence on various aspects of human experience.

The quest for meaning in life, often considered a fundamental aspect of human existence. Meaning serves a variety of important functions in people's lives. For starters, first, meaning gives our lives meaning. Second, it provides values or standards against which we can judge our actions. Third, it provides us with a sense of control over the events of our lives. Finally, it gives us a sense of self-worth. According to Heintzelman and King, finding meaning in life is about having a sense of relevance, coherence, and purpose in one's life. According to a growing body of studies, finding meaning in life is a basic human need that has a significant impact on both psychological and physical health. People who believe their lives are significant tend to have longer, healthier, and happier lives than people who don't share this belief. The importance of meaning in life for people is becoming acknowledged, but experts have mostly disregarded how meaning affects larger community wellbeing. We are all looking for meaning, for a sense that our lives are more than the sum of their parts. Fortunately, humans are resourceful; we have an infinite number of ways to find meaning and an infinite number of potential sources of meaning. We can find meaning in any situation, event, occurrence, or context. We can find meaning in the sublime, in the absurd, in the dull and dreary, and in the perfectly wretched in life (Positive Psychology, 2018). People who think they understand the significance of their lives are happier than those who don't. In a study suggested that participants who agreed with the statement "I have a philosophy of life that helps me understand who I am" had less depressive symptoms and had higher positive affect. Psychologists refer to awareness of your life's significance as "presence," and the desire to find it as "search." They are not mutually exclusive: Depending on whether you already have a feeling of meaning or not, you may or may not search. Some persons with low presence choose not to look because they are "stuck." Some people are quite present, yet they still look for things; we can call them "seekers." The correlation between presence and happiness is strong, but search doesn't appear to matter; in fact, obsessing over your life's purpose may make you unhappy. Take into account how people experience the paradox of choice when there are too many options available for purchasing something. Or even in a relationship: A study by Wu and Chiou published in the academic journal *CyberPsychology and Behaviour sums up the entire study: "More Options Lead to More Searching and Worse Choices in Finding Partners for Romantic Relationships Online." Even though I am unaware of any studies that have particularly looked at the matter, we can assume that peripatetic
meaning-seekers would experience similar difficulties. In *The Journal of Positive Psychology*, Martela and Steger explained:

1. **Coherence**: the harmony of events. This is the realisation that everything in your life occurs for a purpose. That doesn't necessarily imply you can incorporate new information into your story at the time it occurs, but you generally can, so you have faith that you will eventually.

2. **Purpose**: Goals and ambitions exist for a purpose. This is the idea that you are alive so that you can act. Consider purpose as your own personal mission statement, such as "I am here to spread love abundantly" or "The purpose of my life is to share the secrets to happiness."

3. **Significance**: The intrinsic worth of life is significant. You can feel like your life matters in this way. If you have a lot of significance, you're sure that without you, the world would be a little bit—or maybe a lot—poorer.

Long recognised by academics as a crucial psychological need, meaning in life. People experience general good psychological well-being to a greater extent the more significant they feel. Furthermore, meaning lowers the risk of depression, addiction, and suicide (e.g., Disabato et al., Edwards and Holden, Kinnier et al., 1994). According to Czekierda et al. (2017), meaning is also favourably correlated with physical health and longevity.

“What’s one less person on the face of the earth, anyway?” – Ted Bundy (as quoted in Leyton, 2003).

Each of us possesses both a positive and negative side. The degree to which we constantly display light vs. dark patterns of thoughts, feelings, and behaviours in our day-to-day lives varies for each of us, though. Numerous "dark traits" that are linked to unethical, immoral, and socially unwelcome ideas and behaviours have been the subject of a flurry of empirical research over the past 15 years (Moshagen et al., 2018). According to an emerging consensus (Jones and Figueredo, 2013; Marcus et al., 2018; Moshagen et al., 2018), the "dark core" (or so-called "heart of darkness") of these dark traits consists of an antagonistic social strategy that is marked by high levels of interpersonal manipulation and callous behaviour. The "light triad" describes the characteristics of a caring person who is concerned about others. Higher levels of life satisfaction are linked to the light triad. They're the kind of people who get along with others, contribute, and are almost everything a well-functioning society requires. In general, the light triad was related to being primarily motivated by intimacy and self-transcendent values. Many character strengths correlated with the light triad, including curiosity, perspective, zest, love, kindness, teamwork, forgiveness and gratitude.

Life satisfaction is the degree to which a person positively evaluates the overall quality of his/her life as a whole. In other words, it means how much the person likes the life he/she leads (Veenhoven, 1996). Life satisfaction
(LS) is the way in which people show their emotions, feelings (moods) and how they feel about their directions and options for the future. It is a measure of well-being assessed in terms of mood, satisfaction with relationships, achieved goals, self-concepts, and self-perceived ability to cope with one's daily life. It involves a favourable attitude towards one's life—rather than an assessment of current feelings.

Healthcare professionals, who shoulder the responsibility of safeguarding the health and welfare of others, encounter a distinctive array of stressors and demands that can profoundly impact their personal well-being (Townsley et al., 2023). The healthcare domain, characterised by critical decision-making, extended working hours, and emotional exertion, can potentially disrupt the delicate equilibrium between personal and professional spheres. Consequently, the exploration of factors that contribute to the life satisfaction of healthcare professionals holds not only academic significance but also practical implications for patient care quality and the overall welfare of these dedicated individuals.

In the realm of healthcare, where the well-being of patients is of paramount concern, the vitality of the professionals who administer care cannot be understated. As they navigate the intricate web of responsibilities and pressures inherent to their roles, the symbiotic relationship between personal contentment and the delivery of quality healthcare becomes evident. This study embarks on a journey to underlie the life satisfaction of healthcare professionals, shedding light on the role that the light triad and meaning in life play in shaping their psychological well-being. Through a comprehensive analysis, this investigation strives to enrich our comprehension of the psychological dimensions that interlace with healthcare practitioners' satisfaction with life, thereby fostering a deeper understanding that could potentially augment both their individual fulfilment and the enhancement of healthcare services as a whole.

**Rationale**

In today's demanding healthcare environment, the well-being of healthcare workers is of paramount importance, given its profound implications for patient care and overall societal well-being. The proposed research aims to delve into the interplay between life satisfaction, light triad, and the sense of meaning in the lives of healthcare workers. By employing established measurement tools such as the Satisfaction With Life Scale (SWLS), Light Triad Scale (LTS), and Meaning in Life Questionnaire (MLQ), this study seeks to uncover invaluable insights into the holistic well-being of health care professionals.

Medical students, in particular, face a myriad of challenges, including the strenuous demands of their educational journey (Densen, 2011), which often result in increased burnout (IsHak et al., 2013). The documented universal phenomenon of burnout in the medical profession emphasises the urgency of understanding its impact, not only on students' personal well-being but also on the quality of care they provide. From previous research (Kadadi, 2020), it is clear that poor life satisfaction among medical students can translate into inferior health
outcomes and compromised patient care. This study aims to extend this understanding by evaluating postgraduate students specialising in different healthcare disciplines (M.Sc. Nursing, MPT, and PharmD) to comprehensively gauge the spectrum of life satisfaction within the healthcare workforce.

The concept of the Light Triad, encompassing Kantianism, Humanism, and Faith in Humanity, has been identified as a potent determinant of an individual's satisfaction with their relationships, as well as their personal sense of competence and autonomy (Kaufman et al., 2019). By exploring the influence of the Light Triad on the life satisfaction of healthcare workers, this study acknowledges the significance of these attributes in promoting a positive psychological framework within a demanding professional context.

Furthermore, the pursuit of a Meaningful Life, as a central construct in positive psychology (Seligman, 2011), underscores the importance of life's purpose, fulfilment, and overall satisfaction (Ackerman, 2018). Within the healthcare sector, where the daily responsibilities often involve profound interactions with human life (Soler-Gonzalez et al., 2017), the concept of a meaningful life takes on a heightened significance. By investigating the relationship between meaning in life and life satisfaction among healthcare workers, this research aims to highlight the nuanced interconnections between personal fulfilment, professional purpose, and overall well-being.

Life satisfaction stands as a pivotal indicator of an individual's holistic assessment of their own life and represents a vital component of happiness and subjective well-being (Kadadi, 2020). In the medical context, understanding life satisfaction is pivotal for assessing the quality of life of healthcare workers, evaluating social progress, and identifying conditions conducive to a fulfilling life. Previous research has demonstrated a dearth of comprehensive studies examining the life satisfaction of medical students (Kadadi, 2020), thus creating an imperative for the present study to fill this gap.

**Hypothesis**

*H1*: The level of meaning in life has a significant positive influence on life satisfaction among healthcare students (PG, M.Sc. Nursing, MPT and Pharm D students).

*H2*: The light triad traits (Humanism, Kantianism, and Faith in Humanity) have a significant positive effect on life satisfaction among healthcare students (PG, M.Sc. Nursing, MPT and Pharm D students).

*H3*: There is a significant difference in the level of life satisfaction among postgraduate healthcare students (M.Sc. Nursing, MPT, and PharmD).
Background

Dedicated to ensuring people's wellbeing and health, healthcare professionals serve as a fundamental pillar of contemporary society. However, they frequently experience high levels of stress and burnout due to the demanding nature of their jobs and the complexity of the healthcare environment. Health professionals, according to research, are highly susceptible to burnout (Al-Ghunaim et al., 2021; Hosseini et al., 2022; Khatatbeh et al., 2021; Shaikh et al., 2022). Many medical professionals claim to have experienced burnout at some point in their careers. Burnout symptoms include constant physical or emotional exhaustion, being easily irritated or frustrated, being unable to concentrate or think clearly, and sleeping too much or too little. The COVID-19 pandemic intensified these experiences (Caruso et al., 2021; Medeiros et al., 2021; Zhang et al., 2020).

The development of efficient and simple to use strategies that enhance the well-being of healthcare workers has gained more attention as a result of the increased occupational stressors facing the industry (Shanafelt, 2021). The COVID-19 pandemic has had negative effects on the healthcare workers mental health and wellbeing, which have been well-documented and thoroughly researched. Although high levels of anxiety, depression, and burnout among doctors and other healthcare professionals are by no means a new phenomenon, the pandemic's extreme conditions have significantly exacerbated this well-known phenomenon. Increased anxiety, depression, insomnia, and low self-efficacy are results of increased patient loads, long and irregular work hours, an unprecedented fall in employment early in the pandemic (Hoedl et al., 2021), and patient mistrust (Dyrbye et al., 2022).

The value of well-being among healthcare professionals

The health of physicians and other healthcare professionals is crucial to the delivery of quality medical care. The quality of patient care is undoubtedly impacted by stress and work overload, which also have an impact on healthcare professionals health and wellbeing. Studies have conclusively demonstrated that the health of healthcare professionals enhances patient satisfaction, care quality, and productivity (Health, 2011).

Health professionals who have more control over their time may experience less stress (Benson et al., 2016; Campo et al., 2009; Hale et al., 2006; Long et al., 2013). However, there is a lot of pressure on nurses and doctors to spend less time with patients and more time on administrative tasks, despite the negative effects this has on their health (Shanafelt and Noseworthy, 2016; VITAL WorkLife, 2015). Profitability objectives are a major force behind this transition from caring to administrative tasks. A workforce that is mentally healthy can also be justified from a business perspective. This is especially true of training programmes for health professionals. The clinical setting, which has occasionally been called toxic, has an impact on students (Braithwaite et al., 2017).
Taking care of a provider's mental health has a direct impact on how well they can care for their patients. Additionally, burnout among healthcare providers has an impact on other workers in the field because "physicians and staff dissatisfaction feed on each other" (Bodenheimer and Sinsky, 2014). The interconnection between provider satisfaction and patient care prompted Bodenheimer and Sinsky to suggest that the Triple Aim (improve population health, enhance patient experience, and reduce costs) be expanded to include a Fourth Aim of "improving the work life of health care clinicians and staff."

The emergence of COVID-19 era

The occupational stress and well-being of healthcare workers in the COVID-19 era have been the subject of numerous studies. According to the majority of studies, the COVID-19 outbreak led to an increase in psychological symptoms in healthcare workers, including anxiety, depression, somatic symptoms, and burnout. Pressures on healthcare workers include a heavy workload, the perception that COVID-19 is severe, predictable supply shortages, the inability to provide competent medical care, worries about infection, and concerns for the health and safety of patients and family members (Babore et al., 2020; Cai et al., 2020; Chirico et al., 2021; Chirico and Nucera, 2020; Gorini et al., 2020; Huang et al., 2020; Lal et al., 2020; Lancee et al., 2008; Lázaro-Pérez et al., 2020; Martínez-López et al., 2020; Magnavita et al., 2021; Salazar de Shanafelt et al., 2020; Sonnentag, 2018; Pablo et al., 2020; Zhao et al., 2020).

The cost to our medical staff was concerning, due to COVID. COVID has caused thousands of them to pass away. More than half of healthcare professionals report (Prasad et al., 2021) burnout symptoms, and many also struggle with issues related to their mental health, such as insomnia, depression, anxiety, or post-traumatic stress disorder (Bryant-Genevier, 2021). Although burnout appears in specific people, it is fundamentally a systemic problem. Additionally, the crisis of health worker burnout existed before COVID-19. The inability to give patients the care they require results in moral injury. Other causes include a lack of support, increasing workloads and administrative burdens, a history of underinvestment in public health infrastructure, and inadequate funding. Long hours are not the only factor in burnout.

An analysis of 11 studies that evaluated the psychological health of healthcare professionals during the COVID-19 pandemic was done by Vizheh et al. (2020) in a systematic review. These studies demonstrated that a number of variables were linked to the mental stress that healthcare workers experienced. Higher stress and psychological disturbance were significantly linked to working in environments with a high infection rate. According to earlier studies, disasters have a serious negative impact on the mental health of medical responders. It has been discovered that nurses report more negative outcomes than doctors, such as depression and PTSD. Lack of social support and communication, unhealthy coping mechanisms, and inadequate training are significant risk factors for the emergence of negative psychological outcomes in a variety of disaster types (Naushad et al., 2019). Two reviews (Heath et al., 2020; Waris Nawaz et al., 2020; emphasise the significance of striking a balance between
one's needs and those of others and suggest self-care as the first line of defence for healthcare professionals to handle the demands of COVID-19 patient care, the persistence of the crisis, and its disruption of regular life routines.

Health professionals' motivational goals and the mission to serve are fundamentally at odds with one another. We cannot let the communities that health workers serve and ourselves as a nation fail. We must continue down this path, resolutely challenging the status quo, bureaucratic inertia, and entrenched interests. Health professionals from all over the nation have informed me that they are at their breaking point and that "something has to change." They are accurate. May our nation never forget its moral duty to look out for those who have given so much to look out for us (Murthy, 2022).

**Purpose of life**

According to Hill et al. (2010), having clear goals and a life direction constitutes having a purpose in life. Although they are somewhat similar, many of us mistakenly believe that life's purpose and meaning are the same thing. More specifically, it's believed that having a purpose in life or adopting behaviours that are motivated by a purpose are just a few factors that go into leading a meaningful life. Humans (King et al., 2006; Schulenberg et al., 2008; Wong and Fry, 1998) place great importance on the experience of meaning, which has grown to be one of the central tenets of both the positive psychology movement (Wong and Fry, 1998) and the field of health promotion. Meaning has generally been found to be a significant psychological factor that promotes wellbeing (Bonebright et al., 2000; Fry, 2001; Melton and Schulenberg, 2008) and shields people from unfavourable outcomes (Pearson and Sheffield, 1989) as well as a strong individual predictor of life satisfaction (Morgan and Farsides, 2007; Peterson et al., 2005; Seligman, 2002). In terms of psychological health, meaning appears to act as a mediating factor (Chan, 2009; Halama and Dědová, 2007; Ho et al., 2010; Holahan et al., 2008; Kleftaras and Psarra, 2012).

There is a difference between (1) the meaning of life and (2) the meaning of life in literature. The first idea relates to the issue of the general significance of human existence. Numerous existential philosophers, including Soren Kierkegaard, Albert Camus, and Friedrich Nietzsche, have discussed this issue in order to examine whether and how the existence of humans has meaning over time. The second concept focuses on the individual's perceived meaning in life; the question is scaled back to ask whether you believe your own personal life is meaningful rather than on the more abstract and universal meaning of human life. The health literature has recently begun to pay more attention to this subject, which has become of interest to psychologists, nurses, and other health professionals. Nevertheless, finding meaning in life is a subjective and unique phenomenon that is challenging to define (Haugan and Dezutter, 2021).
Quality of Life among health care workers

The WHO (1993) defines quality of life as a person's perception of their place in life in relation to their goals, expectations, standards, and concerns as well as the culture and value systems in which they live. This definition emphasises the idea that a person's quality of life is individualised, encompasses both positive and negative facets of life, and has multiple dimensions. The practice of medicine is demanding and stressful, despite the fact that it can be meaningful and personally fulfilling. High levels of work-related stress, which are known to increase the risk of poor quality of life, are typical of hospitals (Chang et al., 2007; Jonsson and Halabi, 2006; Hamaideh et al., 2008; Sherman et al., 2006) According to study findings, a large number of healthcare professionals suffer from professional burnout, a syndrome characterised by emotional exhaustion, depersonalization, and a lack of pride in one's own achievements (Shanafelt et al., 2009; Spickard, Jr, 2002). The results of recent studies indicate that burnout may undermine professionalism, affect the standard of patient care, raise the possibility of errors, and encourage early retirement, despite being challenging to accurately measure and quantify (Balch et al., 2011; Dyrbeye et al., 2010; Shanafelt et al., 2010; Shanafelt et al., 2011; Wallace et al., 2009). Additionally, it appears that burnout has negative effects on a person's personal life, including relationships that end in divorce, problematic alcohol and other substance use, and suicidal thoughts (Shanafelt et al., 2003; Shanafelt, 2011). Typically, they express frustration over their inability to finish their work to their standards and wish to leave the nursing profession (Hegney et al., 2003). Physicians are not only role models for the general public when it comes to eating habits and alcohol use, but their own health habits may also have an impact on the advice they give to patients (Frank, 2000; Young et al., 2001). Studies have shown that 40%–60% of patients with depression go undiagnosed or untreated by their doctors (Ford et al., 1995; Luoma et al., 2002; Mann et al., 2005). Additionally, and in line with this, 40% of people who commit suicide call their primary care doctor within a month of doing so, but this does not get the treating doctor's attention or prompt them to take the necessary action (Lockley et al., 2004). Finally, a growing body of research indicates that physicians who are depressed or mentally ill unintentionally put patients at risk of harm. This is especially true of physicians who are depressed (Fahrenkopf et al., 2008; West, 2009). A prospective and observational study found that burnt-out medical residents did not exhibit the same pattern of medication errors, despite being six times more likely to commit medication errors than depressed residents. According to a review published in the Lancet, doctors' mental health issues represent a significant and underappreciated political health factor because their wellbeing appears to be an underappreciated quality indicator of all healthcare systems (Wallace et al., 2009).

The lack of studies on how the COVID-19 pandemic affects people's professional and personal lives, including the quality of life of healthcare workers, has been highlighted by earlier research (Testoni et al., 2021). In a systematic review of COVID-19's effects, Melo-Oliveira et al. (2020) found evidence of decreased quality of life (QoL) among participants from Italy, China, Saudi Arabia, and Vietnam, among other countries. In addition to the absence of physical disease, perceived quality of life also refers to a person's subjective assessment of their
psychological, social, and environmental circumstances (World Health Organisation, 1996). Despite the fact that more studies on the quality of life of healthcare workers have been published since Melo-Oliveira et al. (2020) published their systematic review, these studies have revealed a sizable portion of healthcare workers with low health-related QoL who are affected by depression, anxiety, stress, poor self-perceived mental health status, insomnia, and working in COVID-19-designated hospitals during the COVID-19 pandemic, little is known about how the COVID-19 pandemic affects the various domains of QoL (physical health, psychological, social relationship, and environmental QoL) (Amerio et al., 2020; An et al., 2020; Celmeçe and Menekay, 2020; Manh Than et al., 2020; Stojanov et al., 2020; Suryavanshi et al., 2020).

Chiu et al. (2007) conducted research on 1534 clinical nurses in Taiwan regarding their workability and how it relates to their quality of life. Measures like enhancing young nurses' capacity to handle the mental demands of the job and enhancing job design to lessen physical workload for senior nurses were recommended for enhancing and maintaining the workability of nurses. Delmas and Duquette (2000) looked at the relationships among hardiness, coping mechanisms, and quality of life at work for French nurses working in intensive care units. They also looked at how coping mechanisms mediated the relationship between hardiness and quality of life at work. Regression analysis revealed that the relationship between a sense of commitment, a sense of mastery, and quality of life at work could be mediated by problem-solving coping techniques.

**Light Triad**

“I still believe, in spite of everything, that people are truly good at heart.” – Anne (Frank, 1995) (1947/, p. 332).

Since Seligman (1999) and Seligman and Csikszentmihalyi (2000) first promoted positive psychology as a shift in psychological research towards a scientific examination of human virtues and strengths, it has been 20 years (Sheldon and King, 2001). This movement was sparked by "a negative bias" in psychological theory and research, i.e., an excessive focus on psychopathology and curing illness ("the disease model") rather than on personal development (Sheldon and King, 2001; Snyder and Lopez, 2001). According to proponents of positive psychology, psychological science has not adequately studied some positive human traits like gratitude, love, inspiration, or curiosity (Gable and Haidt, 2005).

A concept of three malevolent traits that combined to form a so-called "Dark Triad" of personality traits was proposed by Paulhus and Williams (2002) around the same time that this shift to positive psychology began gaining supporters. These characteristics include psychopathy, Machiavellianism, and narcissism. The Dark Triad attracted a lot of attention in the years that followed and prompted a lot of papers linking these traits to various anti-social and undesirable behaviours, such as manipulation in the workplace context (Jonason, Slomski, and Partyka, 2012), scholastic cheating (Williams, Nathanson, and Paulhus, 2010), stealing friends from others (Jonason, Li, and Buss, 2010), bullying in adults (Baughman, Dearing, Giammarco, and Vernon, 2012), aggression and delinquency,
sexual misbehaviour, interpersonal difficulties (Muris, Merckelbach, Otgaar, and Meijer, 2017), etc. The dark triad has already received extensive research. The dark triad of personality consists of narcissism (entitled self-importance), Machiavellianism (strategic exploitation and deceit), and psychopathy (callousness and cynicism), and was first identified by Paulhus and Williams (2002). We are all at least a little bit narcissistic, Machiavellian, and psychopathic, despite the fact that these three characteristics have traditionally been studied primarily among clinical populations (such as criminals). Paulhus and Williams (2002) demonstrated that each of these characteristics is clearly on a continuum.

Sadism, a fourth dark trait that has only recently joined the Dark Triad, has been called the Dark Tetrad (Buckels, Jones, and Paulhus, 2013; Chabrol, Van Leeuwen, Rodgers, and Séjourné, 2009; Mededović and Petrović, 2015; Paulhus, 2014). According to Mededović and Bulut (2017), sadism is the tendency to experience pleasurable feelings while inflicting harm on others or witnessing their suffering. It was discovered to positively correlate with juvenile delinquency (Chabrol et al., 2009), playing violent video games (Greitemeyer, 2015), hurting others without provocation and without discernible benefits (Buckels et al., 2013), and internet trolling (Buckels, Trapnell, and Paulhus, 2014). Sadism has established its validity as an additional dark trait (Bulut, 2017), correlating not only with criminal attitudes (Mededović and Kovačević, 2021), aggressive humour, negative attitudes towards immigrants (Mededović and Bulut, 2017), or problematic social media use (Kircaburun, Jonason, and Griffiths, 2018), but also with delinquent behaviour (Chabrol et al., 2009), bullying (van Geel, Goemans, Toprak, and Vedder, 2017), or hurting other living beings (Buckels et al., 2013) independent from the Dark Triad, but also with criminal attitudes (Mededović and Kovačević, 2020), aggressive humour, negative attitude towards immigrants (Mededović and Bulut, 2017), or problematic social media use (Kircaburun, Jonason, and Griffiths, 2018).

Since Paulhus and Williams (2002) initial paper, the amount of research on the subject has grown significantly yearly, with two-thirds of the dark triad's publications appearing in just the years 2014 and 2015 (Muris et al., 2017). There is enough similarity among these "socially aversive" traits, despite the fact that each member of the dark triad has distinctive characteristics and correlates, that Paulhus has argued that they "should be studied in concert (Paulhus, 2014)." The "dark core" of personality does indeed seem to exist. What about the lighter side of human nature? Research on dark personalities has undoubtedly helped us understand the darker side of human nature and how each of us differs in the degree to which we consistently exhibit dark patterns of thoughts, feelings, and behaviours in our daily lives (Kaufman, 2019).

Each and every one of us possesses both a good and a bad side. The degree to which each person consistently displays light and dark patterns of thoughts, feelings, and behaviours in daily life, however, varies. The phrase "light triad of personality" describes a collection of three interconnected personality traits that are more frequently displayed by people who are generally more likely to exhibit "light" patterns of thoughts,
feelings, and behaviours in their daily lives. The three virtuous qualities that make up the "light triad" were identified by the psychologists Kaufman et al. (2019) as Kantism, Humanism, and Faith in Humanity. Our research revealed three distinct factors, which we named Kantianism (treating individuals as ends in themselves rather than merely as means), Humanism (valuing the dignity and worth of each individual), and Faith in Humanity (believing in the inherent goodness of people). They contend that each of these can aid social scientists in comprehending the characteristics that define someone as noticeably "good." Both positive and negative personality traits exist in every human. The way that each person's thought, behaviour, and dark and light emotional patterns interact with one another is what distinguishes them from one another (Kaufman, 2019). The life circumstances that have been linked to the development of the light and dark triad personality traits differ as well. For instance, it has been discovered that dark triad traits are associated with the exact opposite of what light triad traits are, namely greater childhood unpredictability, aggression, utilitarian moral judgement, selfishness, power, money, and immature defence styles (Malik et al., 2020).

Nickerson (2023) suggested that additionally, there is a clear gender distinction between those who display dark and light triad traits. In addition to being more likely to be male, younger, and more motivated by power, sex, achievement, and affiliation, people with high levels of dark triad traits also tend to value self-enhancement, have immature coping mechanisms, indulge in conspicuous consumption, and exhibit selfishness. The dark triad is associated with embracing and depriving curiosity, whereas the light triad is associated with stretching curiosity. Despite the fact that both the light and dark triads are associated with curiosity, the types of curiosity are distinct. When one's curiosity is stretched, they are more likely to experiment, take chances, and try new things, even if they run the risk of failing. Since it can result in personal development and novel experiences, this kind of curiosity is frequently regarded as positive. On the other hand, embracing curiosity is linked to a readiness to partake in activities that are frowned upon or dangerous. Since it can result in harm or reckless behaviour, this kind of curiosity is frequently perceived as negative. The two different types of curiosity can exist in both the light and dark triads (Malik et al., 2020), which is significant to note.

Life Satisfaction

The Latin word satisfactiō, which means contentment or doing enough, is the root of the English word satisfaction. It is characterised as expressing happiness and optimism and fulfilling or satisfying feelings, wishes, and sentiments. Life satisfaction is a subjective assessment of one's quality of life and well-being, according to Ed Diener, a pioneer in the field of positive psychology (Diener, 1984). One is said to fully accept and embrace their life circumstances if they are happy with their lot in life. It can be argued that a person's means of support significantly affect the quality and satisfaction of their life. This can change over time because a person who starts a job may later in life have different opinions and attitudes about it. For instance, a young man beginning his career with the intention of earning respect might become more concerned with money later in life when he is responsible for supporting a family and has additional responsibilities (Wijayatunga, 2021).
For the majority of people, work is a necessary component of life, and since it provides satisfaction, it can help people feel happier overall. According to the literature, one's capacity to pursue goals, values, and beliefs is correlated with their level of job satisfaction (Gallagher et al., 2015). Satisfaction with life is one of the elements directly linked to the occurrence of occupational burnout. Although there are numerous definitions of “life satisfaction” in the literature, they do not all mean the same thing. It is assumed that this idea refers to successfully ageing and a positive opinion of one's living situation, which can also be a sign of overall health (Prason and Chaturvedi, 2016).

Many people believe that working in the healthcare industry will be very fulfilling psychologically because social and religious beliefs view it as a kind and admirable deed. This isn't always the case, though, as the demanding and time-consuming nature of the work in this field puts an individual under a lot of stress. Additionally, even though the third decade of the twenty-first century has just begun, there is still room for improvement in the nation's healthcare system. Healthcare workers have reportedly expressed dissatisfaction with their low pay, subpar facilities, particularly in rural areas, and a lack of career advancement opportunities (De Silva et al., 2013). For many years, researchers have been interested in the topic of life satisfaction among healthcare professionals. However, much more research needs to be done in this area, particularly with regard to Sri Lanka's private healthcare system. Private healthcare services have evolved into a crucial component of the healthcare system in Sri Lanka as a result of the population's expanding demands (Pallegedara and Grimm, 2017). Private healthcare services in this country are profit-driven and range from small private practices run by doctors outside of regular working hours to sizable private hospitals that offer more advanced treatment, particularly for middle- and upper-class populations. It has been noted that a number of variables, including job type, age, education level, income, perceived social support, and work stress, are important predictors of life satisfaction for healthcare workers. For instance, studies show that primary healthcare workers' life satisfaction, particularly that of doctors and consultants, is typically higher than that of other workers because those professions are regarded as prestigious and highly sought-after professional careers (Martin, 2019).

According to research (Liang et al., 2015; Singh et al., 2018; Teixeira-Poit et al., 2017), younger healthcare workers have lower satisfaction due to low salaries and relatively longer working hours, which are associated with less work experience. On the other hand, older healthcare professionals frequently have more professional experience. As a result, they are more stable and confident in the practice of medicine. Additionally, they have a greater degree of professional autonomy, which increases life satisfaction. Greater life satisfaction has been observed among healthcare workers with more educational qualifications since they have access to more reputable and well-paying jobs than those without (Amaike, 2014; De Neve and Ward, 2017; Powdthavee et al., 2015; Singh et al., 2018). Additionally, studies suggest that higher-income healthcare professionals frequently have greater job security and access to better facilities, which may again contribute to greater life satisfaction (Mirfarhadi et al., 2013).
Aside from the primary healthcare providers, research shows that other healthcare professionals are frequently underpaid and undervalued. These relative pay and income differences have a significant negative impact on the satisfaction of these professionals (Himmelstein and Venkataramani, 2019; Pillay and Mahlati, 2008). According to reports, healthcare workers who earn low wages become dissatisfied and lose motivation, which leads to them looking for better-paying positions. Their relationships at work and their morale may also be impacted by the wage gap. Furthermore, research on social support shows that it enhances mental health, job satisfaction, and productivity while also enhancing the home and work environments, family relationships, and productivity (Hou et al., 2020; Śliwiński et al., 2014; Yang et al., 2019). According to studies (Behzadfar et al., 2018, Harikandi, 2017, and Mikkola et al., 2018), social support not only lowers stress levels but also strengthens healthcare workers' professional identities and has a positive impact on their cognitions, behaviours, and coping mechanisms, all of which improve their quality of life and sense of fulfilment.

Workplace stress has become a long-standing issue, even in the healthcare sector, affecting not only white-collar employees like consultants and doctors but also blue-collar employees like attendants, ambulance drivers, and other minor staff (Gaszynska et al., 2014). Although working with the vulnerable population is a rewarding career choice that offers a stimulating workplace, it can also have drawbacks, including burnout, physical and emotional exhaustion, a decline in productivity due to work overload, long working hours, stressful working conditions, and job pressure (Doğan et al., 2012; Uchmanowicz et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2019). Such problems can negatively impact the life satisfaction of healthcare professionals, which may lead to high absenteeism, frequent job changes, and poor service quality (Domagała et al., 2018; Gallagher et al., 2015; Mahmood et al., 2019; Özgirgin, 2012; Papathanasiou et al., 2015).

The Interconnection

**Meaning in life and Life Satisfaction**

A meaningful life is best understood from the perspective of the person who is living it, so "meaning" is typically assessed through interviews or self-report surveys. There is growing empirical support for the connection between a person's health and well-being and their sense of meaning and purpose in life. Cross-sectional and longitudinal research consistently establishes a link between the presence of meaning and wellbeing, regardless of the exact operationalization. According to studies by Compton, Smith, Cornish, and Qualls (1996), Steger and Kashdan (2007), Steger, Oishi, and Kashdan (2009), and Zika and Chamberlain (1987), people with a sense of purpose and meaning report higher levels of life satisfaction, more positive emotions, optimism, and self-esteem. As reported by Battista and Almond (1973), Newcomb and Harlow (1986), and Weinstein and Cleanthous (1996), they are less likely to experience psychological issues.
How does the meaning of life evolve? Nobody has a sense of purpose from birth. It can be challenging to learn, find, or create meaning (Baumeister and Vohs, 2002; Frankl, 1965). As an illustration, Bonanno, Papa, and Lalande (2005) discussed how trying to make sense of traumatic events can impair adjustment. More generally, finding meaning in life is associated with positive psychological outcomes like life satisfaction, whereas searching for meaning is frequently associated with negative psychological outcomes like depression (Steger, Frazier, and Oishi; 2006; Steger et al., 2009). These findings are somewhat expected given that when people are struggling, they may look for meaning (Thompson and Janigian, 1988).

According to Baumeister (1991), Reker and Wong (1988), Ryff and Singer (1998), and Yalom (1980), meaning in life is typically described as a sense of coherence or understanding of existence, a sense of purpose in one's life, the pursuit and attainment of worthwhile goals, and an accompanying sense of fulfilment. It is assumed that cognitive processes underlie meaning in life. According to Wong (1998), the cognitive component of meaning in life includes beliefs in moral laws, the afterlife, and the existence of a higher purpose for life. According to Bering's (2003) theory, a set of cognitive abilities, such as the ability to attribute meaning and purpose to experiences and recognise intentionality in one's own life, enable people to find meaning in their lives. Additionally, individual differences in life meaning have been identified in earlier studies. People differ, for instance, in how much they consider and look for meaning in life (Mascaro and Rosen, 2008).

**Optimism and Well-Being**

According to Schutte, Valerio, and Carrillo (1996), optimism has an affective nature and is a personality disposition. According to Scheier and Carver (1985), optimism is the generalised expectation of positive versus negative outcomes in significant areas of life. Optimism is viewed as an affective personality trait in this study. The affective outlook on life of a person serves as the operationalization of optimism. According to Miller (1991), the affective dimension of personality refers to individual variations in the intensity of emotional responses to ordinary events. Human ability to envision a happy future is reflected in optimism (Reker, 1997). According to Carver and Scheier (2005), optimism and pessimism refer to generalised expectations that more or less cover a person's entire life space. Both cross-sectional and longitudinal studies have discovered links between optimism and happiness. For instance, optimism was linked to life satisfaction, low negative emotions, low depression, and self-esteem (Wrosch and Scheier, 2003). Ben-Zur (2003) discovered that among adolescents, optimism was positively associated with positive affect and negatively associated with negative affect.

Rodriguez, Aguero- Flores, Blanco, Agurcia, and Midence, (2021), conducted a study to determine the influence of Moral Injury and Light Triad (LT) personality traits on anxiety and depression symptoms of healthcare personnel during the COVID-19 pandemic. In their study, they found that a hierarchical regression model determined that Moral Injury, but not Light Triad traits, significantly affected depression symptoms. The overall model accounted for 42.6% of the variance in depression scores. On the other hand, anxiety symptoms were
significantly predicted by Moral Injury, as did LTS-Humanism. The model accounted for 38.2% of the variance in anxiety scores.

The study conducted by Dezutter, Casalin, Wachholtz, Luyckx, Hekking, and Vandewiele (2013) aimed to investigate 2 dimensions of meaning in life—Presence of Meaning (i.e., the perception of your life as significant, purposeful, and valuable) and Search for Meaning (i.e., the strength, intensity, and activity of people's efforts to establish or increase their understanding of the meaning in their lives)—and their role for the well-being of chronically ill patients. Results supported 4 distinguishable profiles (High Presence High Search, Low Presence High Search, High Presence Low Search, and Low Presence Low Search) with specific patterns in relation to well-being and acceptance. Furthermore, the results provided some clarification on the nature of the Search for Meaning process by distinguishing between adaptive (the High Presence High Search cluster) and maladaptive (the Low Presence High Search cluster) searching for meaning in life.

Contrastingly, the pattern of correlations with the light triad provided an overall picture that was very different from the dark triad. Being older, being female, and having less unpredictable childhood behaviour were all associated with the light triad. It was also associated with higher levels of spirituality, religion, life satisfaction, acceptance of others, belief that others are good, belief that one is good, compassion, empathy, openness to experience, conscientiousness, positive enthusiasm, having a quiet ego, and the belief that one can continue to live through nature and biosociality (having children) after one's own death (Kaufman, 2019).

The Light Triad and Life Satisfaction

Life satisfaction is a significant, complex construct that has undergone extensive research. This concept was initially usually seen through a more philosophical lens. However, as it can significantly affect how one experiences emotion and makes behavioural decisions, psychologists later started to empirically investigate this construct (Pavot and Diener, 2008). Life satisfaction is "a global assessment of a person's quality of life according to [his or her] chosen criteria," according to Shin and Johnson (1978) (p. 478). It is now regarded as a part of Subjective Well-Being, which distinguishes between the cognitive and affective aspects of happiness (Diener et al., 1999). The ability to experience life in ways that are worthwhile and fulfilling is at the heart of life satisfaction, which can also be seen as a character strength (Suldo and Huebner, 2004). Further investigation into this idea has shown that success in one's career, health, and interpersonal relationships are all significantly influenced by one's sense of fulfilment in life (Frisch, 1999). To ascertain whether there was a connection between the Light Triad and life satisfaction, Kaufman (2019) conducted research. They discovered that one of the many possible advantages of the Light Triad was increased life satisfaction. Importantly, even after accounting for the robust Light Triad correlates of the HEXACO dimension of Honesty-Humility and the Big Five personality trait of Agreeableness, this relationship remained statistically significant. By showing that people who had more Light Triad traits than Dark
Triad traits reported having higher life satisfaction than people who had more Dark Triad traits than Light Triad traits, Neumann and colleagues (2020) replicated and extended these findings.

Methodology

Study Aims

The aim of this study is to understand effect of light triad, and meaning in life on the level of life satisfaction among health care professionals, utilising the Satisfaction With Life Scale (SWLS), Light Triad Scale (LTS), and Meaning in Life Questionnaire (MLQ) as measures. The objective is to gain insight into the overall well-being and positive psychological aspects of health care workers, specifically focusing on their life satisfaction, personality traits related to Kantianism, Humanism, and Faith in Humanity, as well as their perceived sense of meaning in life. The study addressed the following research objectives:

- To determine the level of life satisfaction among postgraduate, M.Sc. Nursing, MPT, and PharmD students
- To analyse the effect of light triad on life satisfaction among healthcare professionals
- To analyse the effect of meaning in life, on life satisfaction among healthcare professionals

Research Design

A cross-sectional and comparative study was conducted to investigate the levels of life satisfaction, light triad personality traits, and meaning in life among healthcare workers. This research design involved the collection of data at a single point in time, enabling a comparison of these psychological aspects among different groups of healthcare workers. The study aimed to gather data through offline questionnaires administered to the participants. These questionnaires were personally distributed to ensure direct interaction with the participants. Demographic details such as name, age, gender, and type of college were also collected. Participants were assured of anonymity and the privacy of their responses, with the guarantee that their responses would remain confidential and solely be used for research purposes. The offline questionnaires were distributed and collected over a span of one month, from April 1st, 2022, to June 1st, 2022.
Sample

The current study was conducted in 2022, involving a total of 120 subjects, with 30 postgraduate medical students, 30 M.Sc. Nursing students, 30 MPT students, and 30 PharmD students. Convenient sampling technique was employed to gather the data. Structured pre-tested questionnaires were utilised to collect the necessary information for the study. Prior to analyses, participant data was screened for careless, incomplete, or abnormal responding. To be eligible for participation, individuals had to meet the following **inclusion criteria**:

- Enrolled in a postgraduate program
- Participants should be actively working or studying in healthcare-related fields (such as medical, nursing, physical therapy, or pharmacy).
- Working knowledge of English language
- Willingness to provide consent

Individuals were **excluded** from the study if they:

- Were going through any medical procedure
- Suffered from psychiatric or mental illnesses
- Are retired or on extended leave

Measures

**Independent variables**

*Light Triad*, measured using the Light Triad Scale (*LTS*), developed by Tsukayama, Yaden, Hyde, and Kaufman (2019). In certain aspects, they stand in opposition to the Dark Triad of personality and reflect three distinct trait dimensions (Jonason and Webster, 2010). A first assessment of a loving and helpful disposition towards others (also known as "everyday saints") is the 12-item Light Triad Scale (*LTS*). The scale is divided into 3 subscales: Faith in Humanity, Humanism, and Kantianism. Each subscale consists of 4 items rated on a 5-point scale, ranging from 1 (very strongly disagree) to 5 (very strongly agree).

*Meaning in Life*, measured using Meaning in Life Questionnaire (*MLQ*), was developed by Steger, Frazier, Oishi, and Kaler (2006). The Meaning in Life Questionnaire evaluates two aspects of meaning in life using ten items that are scored on a seven-point scale from "Absolutely True" to "Absolutely Untrue." The presence of meaning subscale gauges the degree to which respondents believe their lives have purpose. The Search for Meaning subscale assesses respondents' motivation and level of engagement in their pursuit of meaning or a deeper understanding of significance in their life. The *MLQ* has strong informant convergence, test-retest stability, stable factor structure, and reliability. Being present has a good relationship with happiness, inherent religiosity, extraversion, and agreeableness, while having a negative relationship with anxiety and depression. Negatively
associated with future time perspective, dogmatism, and wellbeing, search is favourably related to religious quest, ruminating, past-negative and present-fatalistic time perspectives, negative affect, sadness, and neuroticism. As would be predicted, presence correlates with self-assessed personal progress, as well as altruistic and spiritual behaviours measured through daily journals. The MLQ takes around 5 minutes to complete.

**Dependent variables**

*Life Satisfaction*, was measured using Satisfaction With Life Scale (SWLS), first created by researchers Diener, Emmons, Larsen, and Griffin (1985) and published in an article in the *Journal of Personality Assessment*. A 5-item scale (not a measure of either positive or negative effect) intended to measure one's overall cognitive judgments of life satisfaction. A 7-point scale, ranging from 7 strongly agree to 1 strongly disagree, is used by participants to indicate how much they agree or disagree with each of the five statements. The emotional or affective component and the judgement or cognitive component are thought of as the two main components that make up subjective well-being. The judgement component of the SWLS was intended to be measured. A number of validation studies by Diener, Emmons, Larsen, and Griffith (1985) demonstrate that the SWLS has a single factor, good internal consistency, is trustworthy, and is content relevant for a variety of populations. High correlations with other well-being measures, such as the Fordyce Scale and the Giunn Scale, were used to demonstrate convergent validity. Further evidence that the SWLS is likely to be accurate over affective states comes from its weak correlation (.09) with measures of affect intensity.

**Procedure**

Ethical permission was obtained from Geetanjali Medical College and Hospital. Upon obtaining written authorization from the respective college principals, this study aims to collect data from a cohort of 120 postgraduate students enrolled in private educational institutions. The selection of participants for inclusion in the study will adhere to pre-defined criteria, ensuring the integrity and relevance of the study population.

Upon securing informed consent from the participants, pertinent demographic information encompassing details such as names, ages, genders, and the type of college attended will be collected. Subsequently, participants will be administered the Light Triad Scale (LTS) and the Meaning in Life Questionnaire (MLQ), and Satisfaction With Life Scale (SWLS) accompanied by clear instructions guiding their completion. The Light Triad Scale gauges a compassionate and beneficent orientation toward others, as manifested through daily behavioural patterns. A higher score on the Light Triad Scale is indicative of enhanced life satisfaction. The Meaning in Life Questionnaire, designed to assess two fundamental dimensions of life's significance, namely the Presence of Meaning and the Search for Meaning, offers insights into respondents' perceptions of the meaningfulness and understanding within their lives. A higher score on the Meaning in Life Questionnaire corresponds to heightened life satisfaction.
Upon culmination of data collection, scores will be computed, subsequently in the construction of a comprehensive master chart. This chart will serve as the foundation for subsequent statistical analyses, thereby facilitating the generation of conclusive findings. The ensuing stages of analysis will involve the application of statistical tools such as the Chi-Square Test, T-Test, and ANOVA.

**Statistical Analysis**

Descriptives are expressed in means and standard deviations. Karl-Pearson correlation coefficient was used to explore the relationship between variables i.e. life satisfaction with meaning of life, and light triad. ANOVA was used for comparing two or more groups. For all statistical analyses, $p < 0.05$ was considered statistically significant. Data analysis was conducted using IBM SPSS Statistics version 27.0 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA), and MS Excel 2007.

**Results**

### Table 1

*Descriptive Statistics: Life Satisfaction scores of Health care workers*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>N</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Post-graduates</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>22.8</td>
<td>6.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPT</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>23.03</td>
<td>5.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>6.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PharmD</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>24.73</td>
<td>6.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>23.14</td>
<td>6.36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note. N = sample size, M = Mean, SD = Standard Deviation.*
Figure 1

Descriptives of life satisfaction among healthcare professionals
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**Note.** Mean stress levels and standard deviations are illustrated among healthcare professionals. The sample consisted of 120 participants. Error bars represent ±1 standard deviation from the mean.

Table 2

One-Way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA): Comparing life satisfaction of healthcare professionals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>SS</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>MS</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Between</td>
<td>26.025</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8.67</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within</td>
<td>4355.7667</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>37.549</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>4381.7917</td>
<td>119</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note.** df = degrees of freedom, SS = Sum of Squares, MS = Mean Square, F = F-statistic. An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted to compare the level of life satisfaction among healthcare professionals. The ANOVA revealed a non-significant effect, \( F(3, 116) = 0.23, p = 0.87 \). The groups being compared do not differ significantly from each other on the dependent variable (life satisfaction).
Table 3
Correlation scores for medical students with measures of meaning in life, light triad with life satisfaction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Life satisfaction</th>
<th>Meaning in life</th>
<th>Light triad</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Life satisfaction</td>
<td>23.142</td>
<td>6.362</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meaning in life</td>
<td>50.625</td>
<td>10.04</td>
<td>0.5114**</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light triad</td>
<td>43.167</td>
<td>10.04</td>
<td>0.5339**</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. *p < .05. **p < .01. A correlation analysis was conducted to examine the relationship between life satisfaction and meaning in life, and light triad, among medical students. The correlation coefficient ($\rho$) of life satisfaction, with meaning in life and light triad was found to be $r = 0.5114$ ($p = 0.00001^{**}$), and $r = 0.5339$ ($p = 0.00001^{**}$) indicating a statistically significant association. As medical students perceive their lives to have more meaning, they are also more likely to report higher levels of life satisfaction. Medical students who exhibit more of these positive personality traits are also more likely to report higher levels of life satisfaction.

Discussion

In an ever-evolving landscape of healthcare, the well-being of healthcare professionals stands as a critical concern. The present study aimed to explore the interplay between psychological constructs and life satisfaction among healthcare professionals. With a focus on the enigmatic trio of Kantianism, Humanism, and Faith in Humanity, collectively known as the light triad, and the profound notion of meaning in life, this study delves into the inner dimensions of individuals who dedicate their lives to the service of others. The overarching objective is to shed light on the factors that shape the well-being of these professionals, with a specific emphasis on their life satisfaction levels. As the healthcare industry continues to grapple with various challenges, understanding the underlying facts that contribute to the overall life satisfaction of postgraduate students pursuing degrees in Nursing, MPT, PharmD, and other related fields becomes paramount. The present study strives to provide invaluable insights that could potentially foster better support systems and strategies, ultimately fostering the holistic well-being of those who devote themselves to the care of others.

The obtained ANOVA results (Table 2) did not reveal a statistically significant effect in terms of life satisfaction across the distinct groups of healthcare professionals [$F(3, 116) = 0.23, p = 0.87$]. Thus, contrary to the initial hypothesis ($H3$), the comparison of these groups did not yield significant variations in life satisfaction levels.
This outcome suggests that, within the scope of this study, the specific category of healthcare professionals being investigated exhibited relatively consistent levels of life satisfaction. The non-significant finding may be attributed to various factors, such as the specific sample composition, measurement instruments employed, or unexamined variables. As a result, future research could consider broadening the participant pool, incorporating additional dimensions of measurement, or employing alternative analytical approaches to gain a more comprehensive understanding of the factors contributing to life satisfaction disparities within the realm of postgraduate healthcare education.

The findings of this study provide insights into the relationship between life satisfaction, meaning in life, and the light triad traits among healthcare professionals. The results revealed a robust and statistically significant positive correlation between life satisfaction and both meaning in life and the light triad traits. These findings support the hypotheses (H1 and H2) put forth in this study and align with existing literature. The substantial correlation coefficients ($\rho$) of 0.51 and 0.53 for meaning in life and the light triad traits, with life satisfaction ($p < .01$), suggest that as healthcare professionals perceive a higher sense of meaning in their lives, they are more likely to report elevated levels of life satisfaction. This aligns with existing research by Abu-Raiya et al. (2021); Joshanloo (2019); Russo-Netzer et al. (2021) and Frankl's (1950/1996). Importantly, even when using a sample with a sizable portion of English people, meaning in life was associated with life satisfaction beyond positive and negative affect (Nietzsche, 1889/1997). Additionally, the results suggest that meaning is not primarily motivated by the desire to feel good right away (Frankl, 1950/1996; Maslow, 1961) and that life satisfaction is not the same positive affect as an attitude (Diener et al., 2012). Moreover, a thesis work (Overton, 2022) also studied the positive influence of the light triad traits on life satisfaction. Life satisfaction emphasises the significance of Humanism, Kantianism, and Faith in Humanity as integral components of individuals’ overall well-being. While the "dark triad" encourages creativity, it also increases the likelihood of cheating. As it turns out, there is a complementary makeup known as the "light triad" that might help to explain why some of us are naturally good. The kindness of ordinary saints doesn't just help the rest of the world. According to Kaufman's research, people who score highly on these characteristics reported feeling more content with their relationships and life in general, as well as having a higher sense of self-worth and self-confidence. High scores were also associated with a wide range of character traits, such as curiosity, perspective, zest, love, kindness, teamwork, forgiveness, and gratitude. (Oakes, 2019).

Overall, these findings highlight that those who feel their work has meaning and who embody qualities like kindness, Humanism, empathy, and Faith in Humanity tend to be happier with their lives. This suggests that finding purpose and being a positive person can make healthcare workers feel more satisfied. Now, let's think: Could focusing on these good qualities not only make healthcare workers happier but also improve the healthcare system as a whole? In a time where caring and feeling connected really matter, maybe helping healthcare providers nurture these positive qualities could lead to better overall well-being for everyone involved.
These results not only contribute to the research on the psychological dimensions of medical education but also provide actionable insights for educational institutions aiming to enhance training students' overall satisfaction and well-being. Future research could dig deeper into the mechanisms underlying these relationships and explore potential interventions that promote the cultivation of meaning in life and the light triad traits among healthcare students, fostering a more fulfilling educational experience.

**Conclusion**

The present study aimed to explore the effect of light triad, meaning in life on life satisfaction among healthcare professionals. While the ANOVA results did not reveal significant life satisfaction differences among distinct groups of healthcare professionals, rejecting the alternative hypothesis $H_3$, the study's broader findings unveiled crucial correlations. A strong positive relationship emerged between life satisfaction, meaning in life, and the light triad traits, validating the study's hypotheses ($H_1$ and $H_2$) and aligning the same with existing literature.

**Limitations**

- Limited generalizability: The study involved a relatively small sample size (120 participants). Therefore, the findings may not be representative of many healthcare professionals. Caution should be exercised when generalising the results to larger populations.

- Self-Report Measures: The study relies on self-report measures for collecting data on the Light Triad Scale, Meaning in Life Questionnaire, and Satisfaction With Life Scale. Self-report measures are subject to response bias, social desirability bias, and variations in interpretation. Participants may provide answers that they believe are expected rather than accurate reflections of their true feelings.

- Homogeneity of Sample: The study focuses on postgraduate students pursuing different healthcare disciplines. This homogeneity in terms of educational level and career stage may limit the variability of responses and potential outcomes. Including healthcare professionals with diverse experience levels and backgrounds could provide a more comprehensive understanding.
Future Research Directions

- Longitudinal Studies: Conducting longitudinal studies that follow healthcare professionals over an extended period can provide insights into how the relationships between the light triad traits, meaning in life, and life satisfaction evolve over time. This approach can help uncover patterns of change and stability and shed light on the causal nature of these relationships.

- Comparative Studies: Extend the research to include a broader range of healthcare specialties and professional experience levels. Comparing the perceptions and experiences of healthcare professionals working in different domains could provide a more comprehensive understanding of how these variables interact within diverse contexts.

- Mixed-Methods Research: Combine quantitative surveys with qualitative interviews or focus groups to gain a richer understanding of healthcare professionals' experiences. Qualitative methods can offer insights into the nuances of how light triad traits and meaning in life contribute to life satisfaction and overall well-being.

- Workplace Interventions: Developing and evaluating workplace interventions or policies that support the development of light triad traits and a sense of meaning in life among healthcare professionals. This could involve fostering a culture of empathy, compassion, and purpose within healthcare settings.

- Technology and Well-being: Explore the role of technology in shaping healthcare professionals' well-being and life satisfaction. Investigate how technology use, such as telemedicine or electronic health records, impacts their perceptions of the light triad traits, meaning in life, and overall satisfaction with healthcare professionals careers.
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**Appendix**

**Informed Consent**

Date:

**Study Title or Topic:** Level Of Life Satisfaction Among Medical Students: A Comparative Study

**Researcher:** Annie Mewara, M.Sc. Clinical Psychology, Department of Psychiatry, GMCH, Udaipur.

**Purpose of the research:** Generally, medical students experience a reduced amount of happiness due to lengthy studying hours. Burnout is a universal phenomenon in the medical profession. Students’ those undergo burnout deliver poor health outcomes, poor quality of care and lesser Life Satisfaction. Students affirm that their quality of life is influenced by their experiences in medical school, but they also reframe their difficulties represented by their poor quality of life. This is because they understand them as necessary and inherent to the process of becoming doctors. The studies related to life satisfaction of Medical students are advantageous as it can measure quality of life; monitoring social progress and identification of conditions of good life. Since there is limited number of researches done on medical students to assess their life satisfaction, there is a scope to study the same.

**Risks and Discomforts:** Study does not involve any invasive procedure. I do not foresee any risks or discomfort from your participation in the research.

**Voluntary Participation:** Your participation in study is completely voluntary and you may refuse to answer any questions or choose to stop participating at any time.

**Withdrawal from the study:** You can stop participating in the study at any time, for any reason, if you so decide to withdraw from the study; all data generated as a consequence of your participation will be destroyed.

**Confidentiality:** All information you supply during the research will be held in confidence and unless you specifically indicate your consent, your name will not appear in any report or publication of the research. Confidentiality will be provided to the fullest extent possible by law.

**Questions about the research:** If you have any questions about the research in general or about your role in the study, please, feel free to contact.
Annie Mewara
M.Sc. Clinical Psychology,
Department of Psychiatry,
GMCH, Udaipur,
E-mail: anniemewara021@gmail.com
Mobile No: 8890804018

I ______________________ exercising my free power of choice, hereby give my consent to be included as a subject in this study.

I have been informed to my satisfaction about the purpose of the study and the nature of the study.

I have been informed that there will be no payment for participation in the study.

I am also aware of my right to opt out of the study at any time during its course without having to give the reason for doing so.

Name and signature
Participant

Name and signature
Doctor

Your signature indicates that you have decided to participate, having read the information provided.
अध्ययनकार्य: चिकित्सा छात्रों के बीच जीवन संतुलित का स्तर: एक तुलनात्मक अध्ययन

शोधार्थी:
एनी मेवाड़ा

नैदानिक मनोविज्ञानी

स्नातक, मनोरोगविभाग, जी.एम.एच. उदयपुर

शोध का उद्देश्य: शोधप्रस्तुति

जोखिम और असुविधा: मुझे आपके शोध में भागीदारी के कारण कोई भी जोखिम व सुविधा नज़र नहीं आसी।

स्वेच्छिक भागीदारी: इस शोध में आपकी भागीदारी पूर्ण: स्वेच्छिक होगी और आपका सीप्रश्न का उत्तर देने समना कर सकतें

अध्ययनसेवापत्री: अगर आप ऐसा निर्णय लेते हैं तो आपकी सबसे समय अध्ययन में अपनी भागीदारी किसी भी कारण की वजह से रोक सकते हैं। अगर आप अपनी भागीदारी बंद करना चाहते हैं तो आपकी पूर्ण जानकारी जो शोध में ली गई पूर्णत: नष्टकर दी जियेगी।

गोपनीयता: आप द्वारा शोध के दौरान दी गई जानकारी गोपनीय रखी जाएगी, आपका नाम किसी भी रिपोर्ट या शोध कप्रकाशन में नहीं लिया जायेगा। आप द्वारा दी गई जानकारी बड़ी ही गोपनीय और सुरक्षित तरीके से रखी जाएगी और सिर्फ शोधकर्ता को आपकी जानकारी देखने की अनुमति होगी।

शोध के बारे में सवाल: अगर आप को शोध के दौरान कोई भी प्रश्न पूछना है या अपनी भागीदारी के बारे में कुछ भी पूछना है तो आप बिना किसी संकोचके पूछ सकते हैं।

एनी मेवाड़ा

नैदानिक मनोविज्ञानी

मनोरोगविभाग, जी.एम.एच. उदयपुर

इ-मेल: anniemewara021@gmail.com
मोबाइल नंबर: 8890804018